Virtual Co-Pilot: Multimodal Large Language Model-enabled Quick-access Procedures for Single Pilot Operations
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Abstract—Advancements in technology, pilot shortages, and cost pressures are driving a trend towards single-pilot and even remote operations in aviation. Considering the extensive workload and huge risks associated with single-pilot operations, the development of a Virtual Co-Pilot (V-CoP) is expected to be a potential way to ensure aviation safety. This study proposes a V-CoP concept and explores how humans and virtual assistants can effectively collaborate. A preliminary case study is conducted to explore a critical role of V-CoP, namely automated quick procedures searching, using the multimodal large language model (LLM). The LLM-enabled V-CoP integrates the pilot’s instruction and real-time cockpit instrumental data to prompt applicable aviation manuals and operation procedures. The results showed that the LLM-enabled V-CoP achieved high accuracy in situational analysis (90.5%) and effective retrieval of procedure information (86.5%). The proposed V-CoP is expected to provide a foundation for future virtual intelligent assistant development, improve the performance of single pilots, and reduce the risk of human errors in aviation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the current commercial aircraft cockpits are designed for two pilots, namely the captain and the co-pilot [1]. The captain on the flight deck is responsible for major strategic and tactical decisions and has ultimate responsibility for decision-making and the overall safety of the flight. The co-pilot helps the captain operate the airplane and maintain navigation [2], [3]. The following accident scenario describes teamwork between the pilot and co-pilot:

“On January 15, 2009, an Airbus took off from LaGuardia Airport. Shortly after takeoff, the plane struck a flock of geese, causing both engines to fail. After the bird strike, the captain took control of the aircraft while the co-pilot immediately began going through the dual engine failure checklist in the Quick Reference Handbook. Finally, the Captain made the decision and achieved to ditch the plane in the Hudson River.”

This aviation accidents, with no loss of life, underscores the importance of quick-access standard procedures and effective dual-pilot operation. Nevertheless, as a result of technological progress, a deficit of experienced pilots, and the drive for cost-effectiveness, a growing number of nations are turning their focus towards single-pilot and even remote operations in the field of aviation [2]. Single-pilot operation refers to the operation of an aircraft by one pilot, who is solely responsible for safely controlling the aircraft, navigating, communicating with air traffic control, and managing all other flight-related tasks.

Single-pilot operations draw increasing attention in the aviation fields, particularly in general aviation and business jet sectors. However, single-pilot operations require a high level of skill and proficiency, as the pilot must be able to manage all aspects of the flight without a co-pilot. The absence of a co-pilot can increase the risk of human error due to the high workload and complex tasks involved in flying an aircraft. Hence, many studies attempted to develop advanced avionics systems that can automate many tasks, reducing the workload of the pilot [4].

This study attempts to introduce a potential virtual co-pilot (V-CoP), which replaces the role of human co-pilot, assists the captain, and communicates with other stakeholders. The V-CoP is expected to be achieved by using the multimodal large language model (LLM). The multimodal LLM can process and generate responses based on multiple input types, including but not limited to text [5]. This means it can understand and respond to various forms of data, such as images, audio, and video, in addition to text. In other words, it is possible to take the role of human co-pilot in communication and monitoring. However, cockpit teamwork will face novel challenges, such as new task allocation and new interaction ways between the captain and the virtual co-pilot. This study aims to explore a possible way to achieve a V-CoP for advanced single pilot operations. The following research questions are addressed:

1. What are the main functions and responsibilities of the V-CoP?
2. What requirements should be met to achieve a good V-CoP? How to evaluate the team performance between human pilot and V-CoP?
3. Is it possible to use the LLM to partially achieve V-CoP? To address these questions, the traditional teamwork between pilot and co-pilot is analyzed, classical theories and related research studies are incorporated. Accordingly, the definition and scope of the V-CoP are discussed in Section II. Extensive studies are needed to achieve a whole V-CoP, this study conducts a case study to partially achieve it. Specifically, a multimodal large language model (LLM)-enabled intelligent teammate for quick-access procedures is developed to achieve one key function of the V-CoP, namely searching the quick reference handbook. Section III and Section IV describe the methods and results of developing the LLM-enabled quick-access procedures. Section V concludes this study by pointing out the future directions and limitations.

II. DEFINITION OF VIRTUAL CO-PILOT AND TEAMWORK

A. A Virtual Co-pilot

The V-CoP is expected to replace the position of human co-pilots to mitigate the risks and challenges of pure single-pilot operation. It should achieve two types of functions, the
basic function of co-pilots and novel functions enabled by AI. The basic functions of co-pilots include:

- **Emergency handling**: during an emergency, the V-CoP can receive and respond to the pilot’s instruction, identify the non-normal situations, figure out Quick Actions, send instructions to the aircraft system to accomplish Quick Actions, provide accurate standard operating procedures, and accomplish applicable procedures.
- **Communication**: the V-CoP can accomplish basic communication with the captain, crew, and air traffic control.
- **Monitoring**: the V-CoP continuously monitors aircraft instruments via image processing, promptly responds to system alerts and abnormal conditions, monitors fuel consumption and ensures efficient usage, and ensures the completion of checklists, verifying the proper functioning of critical systems before and during flights.

For the novel functions enabled by AI, the V-CoP is available 24/7 and does not require rest or breaks, unlike humans. In addition, the study proposes the adaptive team role based on the task requirements and leadership style of pilots. According to the teamwork theory, the team roles can be classified into nine types, namely shaper, plant, coordinator, monitor evaluator, resource investigator, implementor, team worker, completer-finisher, and specialist [6]. The human co-pilot can hardly perform all these team roles, as personality is hard to change and also a determining factor of team role. For the LLM-enabled V-CoP, adaptively changing the team role to collaborate with different pilots and meet the dynamic task requirements is possible.

**B. Sustainable Teamwork between Single Pilot and V-CoP**

The V-CoP introduces new interaction and collaboration challenges within teamwork. Hence, the teamwork dynamics in pilot-V-CoP (P-V-CoP) are significantly different from the traditional teamwork between human pilots. The traditional human-machine teamwork concept mainly focuses on developing a machine assistant from human needs, ignoring the dynamic needs of the machine teammate [7]. Compared with traditional machines, the current intelligent virtual teammate is developed based on advanced artificial intelligence, which means that it can learn, evolve, and be tutored [8], [9]. In other words, human pilots can enhance and assist the perception, decision-making, and action of the V-CoP.

Hence, we propose the concept of sustainable teamwork between the pilot and V-CoP. Sustainable teamwork means that all the teammates work together to seek long-term collaborations and help each other to evolve to ensure harmonious teamwork. To achieve sustainable teamwork, we can start from the influencing factors of teamwork performance. According to the traditional teamwork theory, the main influencing factors of human teamwork are cooperation, communication, schema, coordination, and situation awareness [10]. Besides these factors, three conditions including context, composition, and culture can influence teamwork, too [10]. Most of these factors may have similar effects on the teamwork of P-V-CoP. Nevertheless, the advanced LLM-based V-CoP would be significantly different from human co-pilot in the following aspects:

- The V-CoP doesn’t have a specific personality, so it can play any type of team role in the teamwork.
- The V-CoP doesn’t have personal emotions and consciousness, so its attitudinal aspect of teamwork can be stable. It is willing to undertake coordinative/adaptive behavior.
- The V-CoP doesn’t understand context in the same way a human does and it can’t form genuine relationships. Hence, the overlap among mental models of P-V-CoP would be relatively small.

Overall, these significant differences can greatly mediate the influencing factors, as shown in Fig.1. The new mediate factors that are introduced by the V-CoP are highlighted in Fig.1. For example, the great adaptability of V-CoP can well remove the effects of culture and lead to dynamic compositions. In addition, the acceptance of V-CoP would be an additional condition factor. All the influencing factors of teamwork would be mediated by the usability of the V-CoP, including ease of use, intelligence level, transparency, and so on. For example, the calmness of the V-CoP can enhance cooperations. The V-CoP would introduce a new interaction mode between human-machine collaboration. In the cooperation between a single pilot and V-CoP, the primary interaction way between pilots and virtual co-pilots is natural language, as the virtual co-pilot is developed based on LLM. In addition, the future V-CoP may introduce the possible “body language” to deliver efficient information.
C. The V-CoP Evaluation

What constitutes an effective V-CoP, and how can it be evaluated? Based on the main concept of human-centered design and Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, we believe that the virtual co-pilot should meet the following requirements:

- Functional needs: the V-CoP should facilitate basic collaborations with pilots in flying, namely monitoring the aircraft’s instruments, double-checking information such as the programmed flight path, and handling basic communications with air traffic control [11].
- Function quality needs: the V-CoP should provide accurate, efficient, and precise information for safe and reliable collaboration, as aviation is a safety-critical domain with strict regulations. Following the basic quality characteristics of software, we propose that the function quality needs can be analyzed from accuracy, reliability, maintainability, and efficiency [12].
- Usability needs: traditionally, the usability dimensions include ease of use, learnability, accessibility, and understandability [12]. Besides these factors, since the intelligent V-CoP would facilitate adaptive collaboration, adaptability, predictability, dependability, and transparency should be considered, and emergency conditions is critical for aviation safety. Hence, in this study, a case study is conducted to achieve and demonstrate one of the primary functions of V-CoP, namely automatically searching and providing the procedures applicable for normal, non-normal, and emergency conditions.

A. The teamwork of P-V-CoP for quick-access procedures

Fig.3 illustrates its main concept and the teamwork between P-V-CoP in searching quick-access procedures. Both the human pilot and the V-CoP can perceive the real-time information from the cockpit instruments, such as the airspeed indicator, attitude indicator, altimeter, turn coordinator, heading indicator, and vertical speed indicator on the primary flight display. Humans can sense motion movement, and spatial orientation easily with the vestibular and proprioception systems. Human pilots can understand real-time problems and call for procedures using the standard communication phraseology, such as “ECAM Actions” and “Clear Status”. The V-CoP mainly processes images, videos, and audio information with the embedded multimodal LLM. Specifically, the cockpit and instrument images are processed to understand the context. The pilot’s voice instructions are encoded and integrated with the context as prompts to search too [13].

- Social needs: a consensus of pilots on long flights is the isolated feeling [1]. Compared with the first three requirements, the social interaction requirements place more attention on the soft skills of the V-CoP. The V-CoP plays the role of a teammate instead of a cold machine. Hence, the V-CoP should be capable of understanding the pilot’s states and actively responding to the pilot.

Overall, a good V-CoP should meet the Functional, Function Quality, Usability, and Social needs (FQUUS), as shown in Fig.2.

III. DESIGN FRAMEWORK FOR LLM-ENABLED V-COP WITH QUICK-ACCESS PROCEDURES

As mentioned in the Introduction, quickly accessing standard and applicable procedures for normal, non-normal, and accurate applicable procedures. The LLM is combined with a large dataset of aviation manuals, checklists, and communication transcripts to respond to the prompts.

B. Training Data Collection

Our collected dataset has 200 samples, and each sample includes three parts: high-resolution images of the flight simulator’s instrument panels, pilots’ instructions, and the corresponding procedures. The establishment of the database includes two phases, data collection and labelling. During the data collection, a qualified pilot controlled the A320 simulator to go through numerous scenarios, including normal, non-normal, and emergencies, as shown in Fig.4.

High-resolution images of the flight simulator’s instrument panels were captured during the normal, non-normal, and emergency scenarios. In this study, each sample contains one image from one display. There are numerous
displays in the cockpit. To accelerate the situation analysis of the V-CoP, only the display which shows the problematic parameters or information was processed by the V-CoP. These images represent the visual data a pilot would typically analyze during the specific flight condition. Fig.5 shows several examples of high-resolution images of the flight simulator's instrument panels. The data were collected during the simulated flight operations, and the pilot was encouraged to verbalize his thoughts. The thoughts were translated into the pilot's instructions in the dataset. The experienced pilot reviewed the 200 samples after data collection to figure out and confirm the suitable procedures for the simulated situations.

C. Develop V-CoP with Aviation-Specific Knowledge Base

The core model of V-CoP is OpenAI’s GPT-4, which is renowned for its advanced natural language processing capabilities. It's capable of understanding, processing, and generating human-like text. To customize it for aviation and for establishing V-CoP, the model is augmented with a comprehensive aviation knowledge base. Specifically, a wide range of manuals [14], such as the flight crew operating manual, A320 standard operating procedures, and quick reference handbook for A320 [15] are utilized. This enhancement enables the model to possess a deep and practical understanding of aviation operations, adhering to established standards and protocols in the aviation field.

My primary role is to meticulously analyze aircraft dashboard images from the Airbus A320 series for any anomalies. (1) Upon receiving an image or information from you, I will diligently check for errors or emergencies. (2) If I identify an anomaly, I will seek your permission to delve into the Airbus A320 series documents you have provided to search for a solution. (3) Once found, I will provide you with the exact original text from these documents that addresses the anomaly, along with precise indexing such as page number or section. My goal is to ensure the information I offer is not only accurate and relevant but also the best possible solution based on the source material.”

The performance of the V-CoP for quick-access reference in each trial is evaluated from the following three aspects: accuracy in interpreting the flight condition (IFC), accuracy in the generated procedures (GP), and index correction (IC). A panel of aviation experts evaluated the V-CoP performance together, using the standardized scoring system to assess each trial, as shown in Table 1. If IFC is correct, then its value is 1, otherwise its value is 0. If IFC is incorrect, then the value of both GP and IC is 0.

To accelerate the process of optimizing the V-CoP configuration, two experiments were conducted. In the preliminary experiment, we randomly selected 50 samples. The preliminary experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of the V-CoP in generating quick-access reference across three settings: single-dimensional input of instrument images, hybrid input of instrument images and pilots' instructions, and hybrid input of preprocessed images and pilots' instructions. We adopted the OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology to preprocess instrument images and convert text displayed on instrument panels into a digital format that GPT-4 can process. The best setting is selected for refining the V-CoP.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image of flight error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot's instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated procedures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section analyzes the performance of the V-CoP in generating quick-access references across three settings and discusses the potential direction for enhancing its performance.

A. V-CoP Performance Across Three Settings in Preliminary Experiment

The preliminary experiment revealed notable differences in performance across the three settings, as shown in Table II. The “Image + Instruction” group outperformed the other groups in all three evaluators, indicating that the combination of visual and textual data significantly enhances the model's
ability to interpret the situation, retrieve relevant checklist information, and accurately find manual sections. In particular, the "Image + Instruction" group demonstrates significantly superior performance compared to the "Image" group. This suggests a synergistic effect where instructions provide contextual grounding for the visual information, leading to a more comprehensive understanding of the V-CoP model.

Conversely, the “OCR + Instruction” group, despite the additional processing to convert image text into a machine-readable format, did not result in the highest performance. This might be due to the complexities involved in accurately interpreting OCR data or the added step of data processing that may introduce errors or misunderstandings.

Overall, the “Image + Instruction” group appears to be the most effective when it comes to interpreting flight-related data and assisting pilots in simulated emergencies. This finding can serve as the basis for refining the V-CoP and designing the formal experiment.

### TABLE I. THE STANDARDIZED SCORING SYSTEM FOR V-CoP EVALUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Accurate</th>
<th>Inaccurate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1 * IFC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1 * IFC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; * GP&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> IFC: Interpreting the flight condition. <sup>b</sup> GP: Generated procedure. <sup>c</sup> IC: Index correction

### B. V-CoP FQUS Evaluation in the Formal Experiment

The preliminary experiment suggested that the potential way to improve V-CoP performance is by combining image data with the pilot’s instructions. Hence, in the formal experiment, we refined the V-CoP with inputs from cockpit instrumental images and the pilot’s instructions. The refined V-CoP for quick-access reference was tested with 200 samples.

According to the sustainable teamwork proposed in Section II, we should evaluate the V-CoP from four aspects, namely functions, function quality, usability, and social needs. For the first aspect, we can evaluate the V-CoP’s capability to provide quick-access references. Both the preliminary and formal experiments demonstrated the V-CoP’s capability in generating flight operating procedures. Hence, the function of quick-access references is achieved.

### TABLE II. V-CoP PERFORMANCE ACROSS THREE SETTINGS IN PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT WITH 50 SAMPLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>IFC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>GP&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>IC&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image + Pilot’s Instruction</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR + Pilot’s Instruction</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> IFC: Interpreting the flight condition. <sup>b</sup> GP: Generated procedure. <sup>c</sup> IC: Index correction

For the second one, function quality, we evaluated the V-CoP from three aspects. As shown in Table III, the proposed V-CoP exhibited strong performance in understanding the flight situations presented in the images with an average score of 90.5% (181 out of 200). It achieved an average score of 86.5% (173 out of 200) in retrieving relevant checklist information from the knowledge base. Nevertheless, the average score in indexing the original text was 70.5% (141 out of 200), suggesting that the model was generally adept at referencing the correct sections of the manuals. However, its performance is suboptimal, necessitating further enhancement in future studies.

For usability evaluation, a formal user experiment was conducted. In this study, the expert panel with aviation experience evaluated the easy-to-use and readability of the generated procedures with a five-Likert scale. The panel agreed that the V-CoP can only achieve 3.5 in usability, as the LLM provides too much long information, and the efficiency is not good.

For the social needs of human pilots, the expert panel agreed that the developed V-CoP cannot meet the requirements of being a companion and more efforts are needed to enhance its soft skills.

### TABLE III. V-CoP PERFORMANCE IN FORMAL EXPERIMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>IFC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>GP&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>IC&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image + Pilot’s Instruction</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
<td>85.5%</td>
<td>70.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> IFC: Interpreting the flight condition. <sup>b</sup> GP: Generated procedure. <sup>c</sup> IC: Index correction

### C. Error Analysis of the V-CoP

To gain further insights into the nature of the errors and enhance the V-CoP’s performance in the future, we performed an in-depth analysis of the error types as follows:

(a) Interpreting the Flight Situation

(b) Generated Procedures

(c) Index Correction

![Fig. 7. The error analysis of the V-CoP.](image)

For understanding the flight situation, the V-CoP mainly made errors due to the following reasons, including incomplete image analysis, misleading instruction, insufficient context, image clarity, and GPT-4 model
recognition error. Specifically, the most significant error type is incomplete image analysis (42.11%), where the V-CoP model did not fully analyze the image content, as shown in Fig. 7(a). For the generated procedures, four types of errors were made by the V-CoP, including model search error, insufficient context, nonexistent context, and situation analysis error, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Among them, insufficient context, which indicates the provided information was too vague or general for a specific checklist item, made up most errors (37%). For the last aspect, there are many reasons that the V-CoP cannot provide a correct index, such as unnumbered source file, indexed to broad title only, situation analysis error, and insufficient context, as shown in Fig. 7(c).

The formal experiment results provide valuable insights into the LLM-based V-CoP's current capabilities and limitations as a pilot assistance system. The performance across different performance evaluators indicates that while the model is proficient in interpreting aviation-related images, certain areas require improvements to enhance accuracy and reliability. The investigation of errors sheds light on the specific challenges faced by the V-CoP:

- Model search errors and context nonexistence imply limitations within the knowledge base and retrieval processes.
- Situation analysis errors and incomplete image analysis suggest issues with image processing and contextual understanding.
- Insufficient context across all categories underscores a need for better integration of the data provided with the model's existing knowledge.

D. Recommendations for Potential Improvements

During the experiments, we found that a structured and streamlined knowledge base can reduce search errors and content nonexistence issues. By organizing the data in a more accessible and hierarchical manner, the retrieval process can become more efficient and accurate. In this study, the raw and long manuals from Airbus were adopted, which hinders the indexing and retrieval processes. We may potentially employ database management techniques to improve indexing and retrieval processes in the next step.

In addition to the challenges associated with the knowledge base, the V-CoP's performance is significantly influenced by the formulation of instructions, as evidenced by errors arising from misleading directives and inadequate context. Enhanced clarity and precision in instructions could potentially improve situational analysis and indexing. In this research, we utilized basic instructions such as "check the error" and "focus on the yellow part." As a subsequent step, we propose referencing aviation standard phrases to devise a method for generating appropriate prompts for the V-CoP.

The development of a standardized protocol for instruction formulation could mitigate ambiguity. This may necessitate the establishment of a guideline set for instruction composition, with an emphasis on clarity and specificity.

Last, providing additional context could mitigate a significant number of errors, particularly those related to insufficient context and incomplete image analysis. The question is how to collect supplementing inputs with background information relevant to the scenario. This might include data about the flight phase and weather conditions that could enhance the V-CoP's context understanding.

V. CONCLUSION

This research introduces the concept of V-CoP, a system that employs a multimodal LLM to interpret and generate human-like text from cockpit images and pilot inputs, thereby offering real-time support during flight operations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to study the virtual copilot with pretrained LLMs for aviation. A case study was undertaken to partially explore the feasibility of an LLM-enabled V-CoP in identifying comprehensive, dynamic and interactive procedures adaptable to various flight scenarios. The case study revealed that GPT-4 can effectively retrieve quick-access references for flight operations. The findings affirmed that the V-CoP can harness the capabilities of LLM to comprehend dynamic aviation scenarios and pilot instructions. However, the V-CoP's performance is yet to meet the stringent aviation safety standards. The error analysis indicates the need for improvements in context comprehension and knowledge base refinement.
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